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Abstract: This paper presents a framework – idea puzzle – for scientific 

analysis of research ideas. Analysis of research ideas is included in research 

planning ahead of research implementation and reporting. Research planning is 

traditionally based on the project metaphor for research which specifies linear 

tasks, deliverables and deadlines. Such a metaphor does not make explicit, 

however, decisions which are implicit in research tasks. This gap is fulfilled by 

the jigsaw puzzle metaphor which specifies interdependent and iterative 

decisions instead. Idea puzzle framework illustrates the jigsaw puzzle metaphor 

since it is a synthesis of scientific method in twenty one decisions. Such 

decisions specify the theoretical, empirical, methodological, rhetoric, and 

authorial context of a research idea. The main benefits of idea puzzle 

framework are twofold. On the one hand, it facilitates the learning and teaching 

of scientific method. On the other hand, it accelerates the scientific generation, 

analysis, planning, and evaluation of research ideas.  
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1  Introduction 

As the name implies, research is search and re-search, trial and error. An indicator of 

such a degree of uncertainty is the small percentage of research which is accepted for 

publication in highly cited scientific journals [1]. Other indicator is the small percentage 

of research which results in marketable products and services [2]. To aggravate things 
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further, both scientific citations and patents are increasingly concentrated in a few highly 

interdependent city-regions worldwide [3]. In spite of such a low rate of success and high 

geographic concentration, research is regarded as a crucial activity for different types of 

innovation especially in industries characterized by shrinking product life cycles. In fact, 

it is widely accepted that long-term investment in research, development and innovation 

ensures sustainable competitiveness of citizens, organisations, and countries [4]. The 

European Year of Creativity and Innovation 2009 [5] is an example of such a belief in 

information societies, knowledge economies, and learning organisations. 

Given the importance of research for society, it may be asked whether the rate of 

research which is converted in scientific citations and patents could be improved with ex 

ante analysis of research ideas. In other words, analysis of research ideas may improve 

research planning ahead of research implementation and reporting. A research process 

would thus be regarded as consisting of three generic phases: research planning, research 

implementation, and research reporting. Such reasoning follows the assumption that 

“every failure of implementation is, by definition, also a failure of formulation” [6]. 

Research planning is traditionally based on the project metaphor for research 

which specifies linear tasks, deliverables and deadlines. The employment of such a 

metaphor in research planning is well illustrated with tools such as GANTT chart [7]. 

The project metaphor benefits research planning since it provides an overview of a 

research process. In addition, it emphasises uncertainty reduction over time [8] and 

specifies tasks such as literature review, data collection and data analysis [9]. The project 

metaphor is not without limitations, however. The main limitation is that tasks may be 

confounded with decisions. In other words, a planned task such as literature review 

leaves unplanned the decision of which streams of thought to review. Such type of 

ambiguity may generate, in turn, unnecessary inefficiencies in the whole research 

process. The research question of this paper is, therefore: how does the jigsaw puzzle 

metaphor complement the project metaphor in the analysis of research ideas? 

The jigsaw puzzle metaphor is complementary to the research project metaphor 

since it makes explicit research decisions which otherwise would remain implicit in 

planned tasks. Other benefit of the jigsaw puzzle metaphor is that decisions are regarded 

as interdependent. Such interdependence results from the interplay of three generic 

domains in a research process: conceptual, substantive and methodological [10]. A third 

benefit of the jigsaw puzzle metaphor is that decisions are regarded as iterative since they 

influence one another along alternative paths of decision-making [10]. 

Research planning in general and analysis of research ideas in particular thus 

benefits from the combination of project and jigsaw puzzle metaphors for research. The 

project metaphor specifies linear tasks, deliverables, and deadlines whereas the jigsaw 

puzzle metaphor makes explicit interdependent and iterative decisions. Such decisions, in 

turn, require decision-making criteria. General criteria include political, economic, social, 

technological, environmental, and legal factors. Other criteria are implicit in scientific 

method since it is “a set of assumptions and procedures for knowledge acquisition 

consistent with scientific norms” [11]. It has been claimed, however, that incipient 

methodological training and lack of concrete prescriptions in methodological textbooks 

prevents students, researchers, lecturers, and external research evaluators from applying 

scientific method more explicitly in the analysis of research ideas [12]. 



 

2  Idea puzzle framework 

Idea puzzle framework is a synthesis of scientific method in twenty one decisions which 

can be applied by students, researchers, lecturers, and external research evaluators in the 

analysis of research ideas. Such a framework is inspired by previous contributions which 

regard research as a process of interdependent and iterative decisions concerning theory, 

data, and method [10]. Idea puzzle framework includes decisions concerning such three 

domains – conceptual, substantive, and methodological – as well as two other domains – 

rhetoric and authorial. In the terminology of idea puzzle framework such five domains of 

a research process as labeled the five contexts of a research idea. 

The theoretical, empirical, and methodological contexts correspond, respectively, 

to the conceptual, substantive, and methodological domains previously identified [10]. 

The rhetorical context, by contrast, was added to idea puzzle framework based on recent 

calls for more engaging research [13]. Finally, the authorial context was added to idea 

puzzle framework in order to reflect the importance of research leadership [14].  

Such five contexts of a research idea can, in turn, be specified in twenty one 

decisions. The theoretical context includes five decisions: ‘keywords’, ‘streams of 

thought’, ‘research gap’, ‘research question’, and ‘state of the art’. The empirical context, 

on other hand, includes five decisions: ‘unit of analysis’, ‘unit of observation’, ‘nature of 

data’, ‘origin of data’, and ‘sample’. The methodological context includes five decisions: 

‘scientific paradigm’, ‘research strategy’, ‘collection techniques’, ‘analysis techniques’, 

and ‘quality criteria’, whereas the rhetoric context includes three decisions: ‘persuasion’, 

‘logic’, and ‘credibility’. Finally, the authorial context includes three decisions: 

‘wisdom’, ‘trust’, and ‘time’.  

Although the five contexts and respective decisions are here presented in a linear 

sequence any other sequence is valid in research planning as long as the decisions are 

aligned in the light of scientific method [11]. The following paragraphs provide a brief 

overview of the twenty one decisions. 

The theoretical context is especially important in basic research [10] as well as in 

exclusively theoretical research which aims to publish literature reviews. The decision 

‘keywords’ refers to two theoretical keywords which are implicit in the research idea as 

well as in the title of research plans and scientific publications [15] [16] [17]. It implies, 

in particular, that a research idea can be formulated as a cause-effect relationship between 

two theoretical keywords. In order to be considered theoretical, keywords should be 

subject of scientific publication. The two possible cause-effect relationships between the 

two keywords correspond to two alternative research ideas. Idea puzzle framework in 

general and the decision ‘keywords’ in particular can thus be adopted in order to 

accelerate the scientific generation of research ideas.  

The decision ‘streams of thought’, on the other hand, refers to research 

communities which contextualise the research idea theoretically. The decision ‘research 

gap’ refers to a theoretical, empirical or methodological gap which experts and respective 

streams of thought recommend for further research. Finally, the decision ‘state of the art’ 

refers to the literature review of the answer given by the selected streams of thought to 

the research question. 

The empirical context, on the other hand, is especially important in applied 

research [10]. The decision ‘unit of analysis’ refers to the empirical unit which is 

compared in order to infer conclusions about the keywords. The decision ’unit of 

observation’, on the other hand, refers to the entity which gives access to data about the 



 

unit of analysis. The decision ‘nature of data’ refers to data which are collected and 

analyzed in order to characterize the unit of analysis, whereas the decision ‘origin of 

data’ refers to the context in which data are generated. Finally, the decision ‘sample’ is a 

specific set of sampling units or cases which illustrate the unit of analysis. 

The methodological context is especially important in technological research [10] 

and whenever it is necessary to bridge theory and data, that is, the theoretical and 

empirical contexts of a research idea. The decision ‘scientific paradigm’ refers to a set of 

ontological, epistemological, and methodological assumptions which contextualises the 

research methodologically [11] [18]. The decision ‘research strategy’, on the other hand, 

refers to a “set of assumptions and procedures for knowledge acquisition consistent with 

scientific norms” [11] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23]. The decision ‘collection techniques’ refers 

to procedures for data collection, whereas ‘analysis techniques’ refer to procedures for 

data analysis [23]. Finally, the decision ‘quality criteria’ refers to criteria which ensure 

scientific validity and reliability, among others [11] [18] [23]. 

The rhetorical context is especially important in order to render research more 

persuasive, logic, and credible [13]. The decision ‘persuasion’ refers to arguments which 

convey the emotional message of a research idea including namely in terms of scientific, 

entrepreneurial, and social interest as well as ethical and political conflicts of interest. 

The decision ‘logic’, on the other hand, refers to the scientific logic which conveys the 

rational message of the research idea [22]. Finally, the decision ‘credibility’ refers to 

scientific triangulation of theoretical, empirical or methodological options [18] [24].   

The authorial context is especially important in order to render research more 

viable due to leadership [14]. The decision ‘wisdom’ refers to a set of values, education, 

and experience of the researcher which leverages the research. The decision ‘trust’, on 

the other hand, refers to a set of contacts of the researcher which also leverages the 

research. Finally, the decision ‘time’ refers to the availability of the researcher which 

equally leverages the research.      

Authorial decisions are inspired in previous contributions on forms of capital, 

namely cultural, social and economic capital [14]. Such three forms of capital can be 

considered mutually reinforcing. In idea puzzle framework, cultural capital is regarded as 

‘wisdom’ in order to encompass values, experience, and knowledge. Such three types of 

wisdom are different namely in terms of tangibility and durability. On the other hand, 

idea puzzle framework regards social capital as ‘trust’ since contacts per se might not be 

functional due to distrust. Economic capital is regarded in idea puzzle framework as 

‘time’ since the latter is a general economic resource which is measurable but not 

recoverable. Taken together, the three authorial decisions of idea puzzle framework can 

also be associated with Einstein’s explanation for the equivalence of energy and matter in 

the equation e=m.c^2. Theory of relativity refers to physical energy as the product of 

mass and speed of light. Human energy, by contrast, can be formulated as critical mass 

(wisdom) which is empowered by timely trust: e=w.t^2. In other words, research requires 

leaders who ensure critical mass as well as trust and time. 

 

 



 

3  Conclusion 

A research process consists of three generic phases: research planning, research 

implementation, and research reporting. Research planning includes the analysis of 

research ideas which, in turn, benefits from the combination of project and jigsaw puzzle 

metaphors for research. The project metaphor specifies linear tasks, deliverables and 

deadlines. The jigsaw puzzle metaphor, by contrast, specifies interdependent and iterative 

decisions. Such decisions can, in turn, be analyzed with several criteria for decision-

making. Criteria include political, economic, social, technological, environmental, and 

legal factors as well as scientific method as a set of assumptions and procedures for 

knowledge acquisition consistent with scientific norms.  

Idea puzzle framework illustrates the jigsaw puzzle metaphor for research since it 

is a synthesis of scientific method in twenty one decisions. Such decisions specify the 

theoretical, empirical, methodological, rhetoric, and authorial context of a research idea. 

The main benefits of idea puzzle framework are twofold. On the one hand, it facilitates 

the learning and teaching of scientific method. On the other hand, it accelerates the 

scientific generation, analysis, planning, and evaluation of research ideas. The main users 

of idea puzzle framework are students, researchers, lecturers, and external research 

evaluators in any field of knowledge.   

Idea puzzle framework has, therefore, implications for education, research, 

industry and society. In terms of education, it allows students to get acquainted with 

scientific method in the context of their own ideas. Such hands-on-approach to 

methodology motivates students to learn scientific method and apply it in research 

planning. On the other hand, it allows lecturers to assess the methodological awareness of 

students and adopt a standard framework for transparent comparison of research plans. 

Such benefits extend to researchers and external research evaluators in general. 

In terms of research, idea puzzle framework offers a point of departure for several 

research avenues. On the one hand, it offers a synthesis of scientific method into five 

contexts and twenty one decisions which is naturally open to debate. In particular, it is 

possible to debate whether such a synthesis is sufficiently comprehensive in terms of 

decisions and generalisable to any field of knowledge. On the other hand, it is possible to 

research the four hundred and twenty direct relations between the twenty one decisions. 

Such a matrix of direct relations may provide insights on patterns of methodological 

choice. In addition, it is possible to research dynamics of decision-making in terms of 

paths along the five contexts and twenty one decisions of idea puzzle framework.  

For industry, idea puzzle framework offers the possibility for applying scientific 

method in the analysis of research ideas. In particular, it becomes possible to outsource 

research evaluation based on idea puzzle framework.  

For society at large, idea puzzle framework contributes to the dissemination of 

scientific method and to democratization of science by making it more inclusive. In 

particular, idea puzzle framework allows growing numbers of authors worldwide to 

analyze their research ideas online and for free [25]. 
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